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ACROSS
1: standard time in the 6th time zone west of
Greenwich, reckoned at the 90th meridian; used
in the central United States
4: implement used to brand live stock
8: small sour dark purple fruit of especially the
Allegheny plum bush
12: the capital and largest city of Yemen; on
the central plateau
13: 100 ____s equal 1 naira in Nigeria
14: 100 _____ equal 1 lari in Georgia
16: (Islam) the man who leads prayers in a
mosque; for Shiites an ____ is a recognized
authority on Islamic theology and law and a
spiritual guide
17: sheep
18: any of a group of heavenly spirits under the
god Anu
19: (sports) the chief official (as in boxing or
American football) who is expected to ensure
fair play
20: the compass point midway between
northeast and east
21: imperial dynasty that ruled China (most of
the time from 206 BC to AD 220) and
expanded its boundaries and developed its
bureaucracy; remembered as one of the great
eras of Chinese civilization
23: an internationally recognized distress signal
in radio code
24: a car with two doors and front seats and a
luggage compartment
26: a metric unit of length equal to ten meters
28: South American wood sorrel cultivated for
its edible tubers
30: a sharp high-pitched cry (especially by a
dog)
32: interface consisting of a standard port
between a computer and its peripherals that is
used in some computers
36: (Norse mythology) goddess of old age who
defeated Thor in a wrestling match
39: a common venereal disease caused by the
treponema pallidum spirochete; symptoms
change through progressive stages; can be
congenital (transmitted through the placenta)
41: lacking hair on all or most of the scalp
42: (meaning literally `born') used to indicate
the maiden or family name of a married woman
43: a militant Marxist-Leninist terrorist
organization formed in 1975 to force Turkey to
acknowledge killing more than a million
Armenians and forcibly removing them from
border areas in 1915; wants Turkey to pay
reparations and cede territory to Armenia
45: make illegal payments to in exchange for
favors or influence
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46: a paradoxical anecdote or a riddle that has
no solution; used in Zen Buddhism to show the
inadequacy of logical reasoning
48: credibility among young fashionable urban
individuals
49: (computer science) a standardized language
for the descriptive markup of documents; a set
of rules for using whatever markup vocabulary
is adopted
50: a message received and understood
51: the compass point that is one point north of
due east
52: a manifestation of insincerity
54: administration of a nutritionally adequate
solution through a catheter into the vena cava;
used in cases of long-term coma or severe
burns or severe gastrointestinal syndromes
56: any of a class of organic compounds that
contain the divalent radical -CONHCO60: a corporation's first offer to sell stock to the
public
63: European aquatic salamander with
permanent external gills that lives in caves
65: an honorary degree in science
67: a coral reef off the southern coast of Florida
68: turn away from by persuasion
70: provoking horror

72: of or relating to near the ear
73: United States poet famous for his lyrical
poems on country life in New England
(1874-1963)
74: Egyptian goddess of fertility; daughter of
Geb; sister and wife of Osiris
75: a gear position that acts as a ____ing brake
76: a written proposal or reminder
77: feeling great ____ure or delight
78: marked by skill in deception

DOWN
1: engraving or carving in low relief on a stone
(as in a brooch or ring)
2: an acronym often used by soldiers in World
War II: situation normal all fucked up
3: a woolen cap of Scottish origin
4: a visual representation (of an object or scene
or person or abstraction) produced on a surface
5: move about aimlessly or without any
destination, often in search of food or
employment
6: a religious belief of African origin involving
witchcraft and sorcery; practiced in parts of the
West Indies and tropical Americas
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7: eat a snack; eat lightly
8: a distinctive odor that is offensively
unpleasant
9: the limb of an animal used for food
10: type genus of the Otididae: European
bustard
11: (used as a sentence connector) therefore or
consequently
12: an agency of the Canadian government that
oversees the activities of the Criminal
Intelligence Services of Canada and has the
power to intrude on the privacy of suspected
terrorists or spies
15: the most notorious and possibly the most
important arm of Iraq's security system
20: an international organization of European
countries formed after World War II to reduce
trade barriers and increase cooperation among
its members
22: an ester of adenosine that is converted to
ATP for energy storage
25: Hawaiian dish of taro root pounded to a
paste and often allowed to ferment
27: a state-chartered savings bank owned by its
depositors and managed by a board of trustees
29: a wing of an insect
30: have affection for; feel tenderness for
31: a small island
33: open-heart surgery in which the rib cage is
opened and a section of a blood vessel is
grafted from the aorta to the coronary artery to
bypass the blocked section of the coronary
artery and improve the blood supply to the
heart
34: spend time at a lower socio-economic level
than one's own, motivated by curiosity or desire
for adventure; usage considered condescending
and insensitive
35: a musical composition that evokes rural life
36: water god and god of wisdom; counterpart
of the Akkadian Ea
37: a historical area and former kingdom in
northwestern Spain
38: produce leaves, of plants
40: the agency of the Treasury Department that
enforces import tariffs
44: an enzyme found in mammals that can
catalyze the deamination of adenosine into
inosine and ammonia
47: negation of a word or group of words
49: what you can repeat immediately after
perceiving it
51: an inflammatory complication of leprosy
that results in painful skin lesions on the arms
and legs and face
53: the United States Army's principal law
enforcement agency responsible for the conduct
of criminal investigations for all levels of the
Army anywhere in the world

55: port city in northwest Portugal; noted for
port wine
57: of or relating to a seizure or convulsion
58: a farm where _____ products are produced
59: Flemish painter who was a founder of the
Flemish school of painting and who pioneered
modern techniques of oil painting (1390-1441)
60: the ground and air and naval forces of Israel
61: a series of waves in the hair made by
applying heat and chemicals
62: a dialect of the Chiwere language spoken
by the Oto
64: United States naturalist (born in England)
who advocated the creation of national parks
(1838-1914)
65: a small sheet of paper
66: a closed sac that develops abnormally in
some body structure
69: electronic warfare undertaken under direct
control of an operational commander to locate
sources of radiated electromagnetic energy for
the purpose of immediate threat recognition
71: a central management agency that sets
Federal policy for Federal procurement and real
property management and information
resources management
72: (Roman mythology) goddess of abundance
and fertility; wife of Saturn; counterpart of
Greek Rhea and Cybele of ancient Asia Minor

